List of Potential Sponsors

All Partner Universities

All partner vendors

Example: Ubiquity Press, DCE, Notch8

British Library

Hosting provider:

- AWS

Concerned Citizens:

- Microsoft Research

Support Services:

- Ansible
- Chef
- Puppet
- Docker
- Nagios
- Akamai
- AppDynamics
- Munin
- Kakadu (Esme)
- Honeybadger (Stuart Kenny)
- Circle CI (Esme)
- RubyMine, Travis CI, Atom, Vagrant (Brian McB)
- Kalidescoped, Sentry, Racher, site24x7, papertrailapp, Digital Ocean (Rob Kaufman)
- Terraform, cloud9 (Julie Allinson)

JWD: Adjacent platform/service providers?

- Artefactual
- EBSCO?
- ORCID?